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Just a Dog
The poignant and horrifying life story of Anne Marie West, Fred West's eldest daughter, brought up by Fred and Rose West
until the age of 15, when she ran away from home. Anne's mother and two sisters were murdered, but her story unfolds as
one of hope and survival.

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS
A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a
concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs
begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features
pages of bonus content, including marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's writing
notebook.

Cries Unheard
In both Europe and North America, populist movements have shattered existing party systems and thrown governments
into turmoil. The embattled establishment claims that these populist insurgencies seek to overthrow liberal democracy. The
truth is no less alarming but is more complex: Western democracies are being torn apart by a new class war. In this
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controversial and groundbreaking new analysis, Michael Lind, one of America’s leading thinkers, debunks the idea that the
insurgencies are primarily the result of bigotry, traces how the breakdown of mid-century class compromises between
business and labor led to the conflict, and reveals the real battle lines. On one side is the managerial overclass—the
university-credentialed elite that clusters in high-income hubs and dominates government, the economy and the culture.
On the other side is the working class of the low-density heartlands—mostly, but not exclusively, native and white. The two
classes clash over immigration, trade, the environment, and social values, and the managerial class has had the upper
hand. As a result of the half-century decline of the institutions that once empowered the working class, power has shifted to
the institutions the overclass controls: corporations, executive and judicial branches, universities, and the media. The class
war can resolve in one of three ways: • The triumph of the overclass, resulting in a high-tech caste system. • The
empowerment of populist, resulting in no constructive reforms • A class compromise that provides the working class with
real power Lind argues that Western democracies must incorporate working-class majorities of all races, ethnicities, and
creeds into decision making in politics, the economy, and culture. Only this class compromise can avert a never-ending
cycle of clashes between oligarchs and populists and save democracy.

Mary Flora Bell: The Horrific True Story Behind an Innocent Girl Serial Killer
A profile of Albert Speer is based on letters, interviews, and personal writings, and details his unhappy childhood, friendship
with Hitler, and remorse over his crimes.

Anne Perry and the Murder of the Century
Offers a detailed account of the shocking 1954 murder committed by two teenage girls in New Zealand, which led to
headlines around the world and inspired the Academy Award-nominated film Heavenly Creatures.

Children Who Kill
Why would two young boys abduct, torture and kill a toddler? What makes a teenage girl plot with her classmates to kill her
own father? Society regards children as harmless - but for some the age of innocence is shortlived, messy and ultimately
murderous. Mary Bell, Robert Thompson and Jon Venables are infamous for their crimes against other children, but many of
the less familiar studies here are equally as shocking. Thirteen murderers - the youngest only ten - used fire, poison, bullets
and strangulation on victims from infants to pensioners. In a comprehensive study of juvenile homicide, Carol Anne Davis
offers new psychological insights and a hard-hitting look at the role of society in an area too shocking to ignore.
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The New Class War
First published by HarperCollinsUS in 1964, this classic children’s novel has sold over 4 million copies and was awarded the
New York Times Outstanding Book Award.

Into That Darkness
Winner of the Newbery Medal and the National Book Award! This #1 New York Times bestselling, modern classic in which
boys are forced to dig holes day in and day out is now available with a splashy new look. Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A
curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and has since followed generations of
Yelnatses. Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys build
character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp
Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the warden is looking for something. But
what could be buried under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of
crime and punishment—and redemption. Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as
well as an excerpt from Louis Sachar’s new middle-grade novel, Fuzzy Mud. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." --The New
York Times WINNER OF THE BOSTON GLOBE-HORN BOOK AWARD A NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW NOTABLE CHILDREN'S
BOOK SELECTED FOR NUMEROUS BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR AND ALA HONORS

The German Trauma
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight
to survive. A father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash
on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the
coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves
against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The
Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the
father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an
unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and
the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation. A New York Times Notable Book One of the Best
Books of the Year The Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The Kansas City Star, Los Angeles
Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The Village Voice, The Washington Post
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As If
Why would two young boys abduct, torture and kill a toddler? What makes a teenage girl plot with her classmates to kill her
own father? Society regards children as harmless - but for some the age of innocence is shortlived, messy and ultimately
murderous. Mary Bell, Robert Thompson and Jon Venables are infamous for their crimes against other children, but many of
the less familiar studies here are equally as shocking. Thirteen murderers - the youngest only ten - used fire, poison, bullets
and strangulation on victims from infants to pensioners. In a comprehensive study of juvenile homicide, Carol Anne Davis
offers new psychological insights and a hard-hitting look at the role of society in an area too shocking to ignore.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
WINNER OF THE WORLD BOOK DAY - BOOKS TO TALK ABOUT PRIZE 2008 WINNER OF THE JOHN LLEWELLYN RHYS PRIZE
2005 WINNER OF THE WAVERTON GOOD READ PRIZE 2005 ?A is for Apple. A bad apple.? Jack has spent most of his life in
juvenile institutions, to be released with a new name, new job, new life. At 24, he is utterly innocent of the world, yet guilty
of a monstrous childhood crime. To his new friends, he is a good guy with occasional flashes of unexpected violence. To his
new girlfriend, he is strangely inexperienced and unreachable. To his case worker, he?s a victim of the system and of mediadriven hysteria. And to himself, Jack is on permanent trial: can he really start from scratch, forget the past, become
someone else? Is a new name enough? Can Jack ever truly connect with his new friends while hiding a monstrous secret?
This searing and heartfelt novel is a devastating indictment of society?s inability to reconcile childhood innocence with
reality.

War Cries
One stormy night Grace Darling, the lighthouse keeper's daughter, spots a ship in trouble on the rocks. At the same time
the lighthouse cat Gracie spots that a kitten from her new litter has strayed. Braving the rain and storm, Grace and Gracie
both hurry to the rescue of the lost kitten and shipwrecked passengers.

LSD, My Problem Child
They Will Not Be Forgotten Sandy Hook elementary school tragedy is what inspired me to write this book. It's my dream and
goal to bring back to life their memory and place it back into the hearts and minds of many. We as human beings share
love, compassion, and sympathy toward others. Especially those who suffered in silence due to such senseless, violent
crimes against innocent children and others. I wanted to reach out to them and let them know they are not alone. I to share
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their pain and grief alone with countless others. The only way I knew to reach out to them was with love, compassion, and
sympathy. With those three components, words came more easily. I hope in my book my words eased your pain. In doing
so, I have accomplished my dream. Rest in peace Sandy's Angels, you will not be forgotten.

Heidi
In a bleak, remote town, a small child is murdered. Suspicion falls on nine-year-old Lizzie. Angela, Lizzie's young mother, is
convinced her daughter is guilty. She must make the torturous choice between ignoring what her intuition tells her, and
presenting Lizzie to the police with painfully extracted information. Lizzie is constantly haunted by a 'Wolf', which seems to
overwhelm her and, in her own words, 'swallow' her. It is not only Lizzie who is changed forever by the act. Her father
Warren, bewildered and full of denial, and the local policeman, Ray, find their accepted beliefs crumbling around them. And
Angela, at the end of the play, does not know how she will go on. (2 male; 2 female).

Serial Offenders
In December 1968 Mary Bell, aged eleven, appeared before a criminal court in England, accused of murdering, Martin
Brown, aged four, and Brian Howe, aged three. Mary was found guilty of manslaughter due to diminished responsibility and
was sentenced to 'detention' for life. What would induce a young child to murder two other young children? In this short
book, Sylvia Perrini, looks at Mary's tragic life, her years in prison and life since prison.

Kansas Charley
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the murder of a
neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their
capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He
cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the
suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in
recent years.

Gracie, the Lighthouse Cat
How can we make sense of acts of cruelty towards animals?
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Our Guys
England's controversial #1 best-seller. What brings a child to kill another child? In 1968, at age eleven, Mary Bell was tried
and convicted of murdering two small boys in Newcastle upon Tyne, England. Gitta Sereny, who covered the sensational
trial, never believed the characterization of Bell as the incarnation of evil, the bad seed personified. If we are ever to
understand the pressures that lead children to commit serious crimes, Sereny felt, only those children, as adults, can
enlighten us. Twenty-seven years after her conviction, Mary Bell agreed to talk to Sereny about her harrowing childhood,
her terrible acts, her public trial, and her years of imprisonment-to talk about what was done to her and what she did, who
she was and who she became. Nothing Bell says is intended as an excuse for her crimes. But her devastating story forces
us to ponder society's responsibility for children at the breaking point, whether in Newcastle, Arkansas, or Oregon. A
masterpiece of wisdom and sympathy, Gitta Sereny's wrenching portrait of a girl's damaged childhood and a woman's fight
for moral regeneration urgently calls on us to hear the cries of all children at risk.

International Cinema and the Girl
This is the story of LSD told by a concerned yet hopeful father, organic chemist Albert Hofmann. He traces LSDs path from a
promising psychiatric research medicine to a recreational drug sparking hysteria and prohibition.We follow Dr. Hofmanns
trek across Mexico to discover sacred plants related to LSD, and listen in as he corresponds with other notable figures about
his remarkable discovery.Underlying it all is Dr. Hofmanns powerful conclusion that mystical experience may be our planets
best hope for survival. Whether induced by LSD, meditation, or arising spontaneously, such experiences help us to
comprehend the wonder, the mystery of the divine in the microcosm of the atom, in the macrocosm of the spiral nebula, in
the seeds of plants, in the body and soul of people.Now, more than sixty years after the birth of Albert Hofmanns problem
child, his vision of its true potential is more relevant, and more needed, than ever.

Child 44
Children who Murder
Jonathan Paul goes behind the sensationalist headlines of 'child killers' to investigate why these crimes happen. He
examines child homicide in today's violent, confusing world and contextualises it against the cruel unforgiving retribution of
yesterday. Children are increasingly experimenting with drugs and committing offences, but there are those who commit
the worst possible crimes: to end another person's life before their own could properly have begun. The cases are shocking
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but sometimes the path towards them is even more so. This is a fascinating exploration of disturbing events aimed at
discovering what happens when childhood is trodden underfoot, and when and why kids kill.

Holes
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and
Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for
academics to question whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of
those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and
sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the
other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace
progressive thinking. The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to
the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The
authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the
bad, and the best way forward.

Echos Of Cries Unheard
Women who kill rupture our assumptions about what a woman is. This book explores different socio-cultural understandings
of women who commit, or are accused, of murder. A wide range of cases are discussed in order to highlight the ways in
which such women have been perceived, and how such cases reflect important social and cultural shifts.

The Book Thief
As a schoolgirl, Gitta Sereny was captivated by the theatrical spectacle of a Nuremberg Rally. Later, when the Nazis
marched into Vienna, the spell was quickly broken when she saw an eminent Jewish doctor forced to scrub the pavement by
Nazi thugs. The war years forged Sereny's lifelong fascination with Hitler's Germany and the indelible mark it made on the
twentieth century. In this book of experiences and reflections she threads fragments of her own life into her larger quest to
understand what it is 'that leads human beings so often and so readily to embrace violence and amorality'.

The Healing Wound
What can drive a young and seemingly innocent child to kill? Murder is horrible enough when perpetrated by adults, and yet
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the concept takes on a whole new level of chilling morbidity when a murderer is revealed to be a young boy or girl. Is it the
result of severe trauma manifesting itself in the most macabre of ways? Is it the progeny of some severe mental disorder?
Or were they influenced by the actions of the people they grew up with? Most of the time, the answers to such a question
are simple but no less horrific. Eleven-year-old Mary Flora Bell was tried and found guilty, in 1968, for the coldhearted
murders of two very young boys - crimes which she committed without any hint of remorse. After her past and motives
have been examined, hindsight asks the pressing question: Had Mary being a victim herself turned her into a killer? In this
brand new expanded edition, the author sets out to discover what really happened to turn young Mary into an infamous
killer. In addition to the previously printed material, you will find an all-new introduction and chapters filled with the author's
never before published in-depth study into what made Mary angry enough to kill and her life after the crimes. From the
details of her murders to the dark childhood she suffered, Mary Flora Bell's short, but horrific, time as a child serial killer will
be analyzed in detail within Mary Flora Bell: The Horrific True Story Behind An Innocent Girl Serial Killer. Get your copy now
and learn the tragic nature of a good girl gone bad and her road to redemption.

Women, Murder and Femininity
Details the investigation and trial of a group of popular high school boys from the affluent suburb of Glen Ridge, New Jersey,
accused of gang raping a retarded teenaged girl

Murder and Society
Examines the casual factors of violent behavior in preteens as well as the changes in the juvenile justice system in terms of
punishment, treatment, and rehabilitation.

A Game We Play
A Swiss orphan is heartbroken when she must leave her beloved grandfather and their happy home in the mountains to go
to school and to care for an invalid girl in the city.

When Kids Kill
In 1993 toddler James Bulger was beaten to death by two ten-year-old-boys. In the wake of this brutal crime, came one of
the most public and shocking trials in living memory. Written in Morrison's supple, beautiful prose As If is a passionate, firsthand testimony of the Bulger case. It is a book about the nature of children, the meaning of childhood innocence and the
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state of the world we live in today.

The Case Of Mary Bell
In December 1968 two girls who lived next door to each other - Mary, aged eleven, and Norma, thirteen - stood before a
criminal court in Newcastle, accused of strangling two little boys; Martin Brown, four years old, and Brian Howe, three.
Norma was acquitted. Mary Bell, the younger but infinitely more sophisticated and cooler of the two, was found guilty of
manslaughter. She evaded being branded as a murderer due to what the court ruled as 'diminished responsibility', but she
was sentenced to 'detention' for life. Step by step, Gitta Sereny pieces together a gripping and rare study of a horrifying
crime; the murders, the events surrounding them, the alternately bizzare and nonchalant behaviour of the two girls, their
brazen offers to help the distraught families of the dead boys, the police work that led to their apprehension, and finally the
trial itself. What emerges from this extraorindary case is the inability of society to anticipate such events and to take
adequate steps once disaster has struck.

Harriet the Spy (Collins Modern Classics)
Although serial offenders have been a recognized problem in society for centuries, only recently have the complexities of
these individuals come to light. Serial Offenders: Current Thought, Recent Findings presents current and inclusive
information on serial offending in a clear and straightforward manner. Citing numerous case examples, this book will
provide forensic psychologists and psychologists, as well as criminologists, social workers and corrections officials with
relevant and informative data. Author Louis B. Schlesinger presents current thinking on serial offenders in the first of three
parts contained in the text. In Part I, he covers serial homicide, child molestation, rape, arson, and the nonviolent serial
offender, while offering new information and perspectives on these traditional problems. Part II reverses thought, and takes
a look at recent clinical and research findings. From profiling by law-enforcement and health-care workers to the
neurobiological approach to understanding why people continually commit these crimes, Part II delves beyond right and
wrong to illuminate and identify the many shades of gray. Part III focuses on the unusual aspects of serial offending and on
special populations of offenders. From infantophilia to serial offending by females, adolescents and members of the clergy,
Schlesinger provides insight into a world that few have witnessed in such a comprehensive manner.

Cries Unheard
OVER 2 MILLION COPIES SOLD MOSCOW, 1953. Under Stalin’s terrifying regime, families live in fear. When the all-powerful
State claims there is no such thing as crime, who dares disagree? AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER IN OVER 30 LANGUAGES
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An ambitious secret police officer, Leo Demidov believes he’s helping to build the perfect society. But when he uncovers
evidence of a killer at large – a threat the state won’t admit exists – Demidov must risk everything, including the lives of
those he loves, in order to expose the truth. A THRILLER UNLIKE ANY YOU HAVE EVER READ But what if the danger isn’t
from the killer he is trying to catch, but from the country he is fighting to protect? Nominated for seventeen international
awards and inspired by a real-life investigation, CHILD 44 is a relentless story of love, hope and bravery in a totalitarian
world. From the screenwriter of the acclaimed television series, THE ASSASSINATION OF GIANNI VERSACE: AMERICAN CRIME
STORY.

Albert Speer
In 1941, Hitler ratcheted up his persecution of Europe's Jewish population by ordering "The final solution of the Jewish
question." That "solution" was the mass murder of millions of Jews. Many of the Jewish men, women and children that died
over the following years were shot by German murder squads made up of soldiers and enthusiastic civilians. Mobile gassing
vans were used to murder dozens of Jews at a time. Then larger gas chambers, disguised as shower facilities, were installed
in prison camps. Jews, already corralled in sealed ghettos and internment camps, were shipped to these killing centers for
extermination.The war lasted six long years. The toll on human lives was astronomical - more than 60 million people
died.Too often, when confronted with devastation of this magnitude, we tend to view the dead as a statistic - a solid block
of entangled nonentities. This approach allows us to maintain a comfortable feeling of emotional detachment so we feel less
horrified, frightened and threatened. But to truly understand WWII, we must step into the painting and view the events
through the eyes of those who participated. The individual brush strokes that make up the macabre picture are dipped in
the blood of men, women and children no different from us.In the end, the sound of war isn't heard in the rattle of machine
gun fire or the bellowing of bombs. It is in the voices of those who lived and died and the stories they have to share.

The Freedmen's Book
SpanPublished in 1865 and edited by abolitionist L. Maria Child, The Freedmens Book was intended to be used to teach
recently freed African Americans to read and to provide them with inspiration. Thirsting for education, Freedmen were
eagerly enrolling in any schools that would accept them. Child saw a need for texts and provided one of collected stories
and poems written by former slaves and noted abolitionists, herself included./span

Boy A
"A group of children use an abandoned shed in the fields near their apartment block as a summer hang-out. Three boys and
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two ten-year-old girls. Lazily, in the stifling heat, they listen to their REM tapes and explore each other's bodies. Away from
parental eyes and in imitation of their older brothers and sisters, they start to take things too far, but it is only when the
ringleader and wild card, fourteen-year-old Mirko, introduces the adult world of pornography into their games that
irreparable damage is done. This intelligent and deeply disturbing first novel bravely confronts a subject that many shy
away from - the sexuality of children. A cause of great controversy when first published in Italy, it will leave no reader
indifferent. Like Ian McEwan's The Cement Garden or William Golding's Lord of the Flies, it creates an intense,
claustrophobic world where adults are shadowy, absent figures and children play out their own shocking versions of
adulthood. Written in a controlled, spare yet beautiful prose, it marks Simona Vinci out as one of Italy's most interesting
young writers."

Children Who Kill
A vivid, firsthand exploration of Nazism in Germany and its legacy chronicles the author's more than sixty-year
investigations into the darer side of history, from her first childhood encounter with the Nazis at a 1934 rally, to her
interviews with high-ranking Nazi officials, to her personal reflections on fascism long-term impact on her on life. Reprint.

Killer Child
Traces the century-old juvenile murder case of fifteen-year-old Charles Miller, citing such factors as his orphaned state at
the age of six, his inability to find a safe home, the influences of poverty and abuse that led to his murder of two other
young men, and his controversial, politically motivated execution. Reprint.

Out of the Shadows
Based on 70 hours of interviews with Franz Stangl, commandant of Treblinka (the largest of the five Nazi extermination
camps), this book bares the soul of a man who continually found ways to rationalize his role in Hitler's final solution.

The Road
Human psychological and physical well-being is damaged and destroyed when people are deliberately killed by other
people. There are millions of primary and secondary victims of murder throughout the world, and human society as a whole
is a tertiary victim of murder. Despite this, people are often fascinated and engrossed by stories of homicide and killers.
This book provides a fascinating exploration of murder, providing an insight into what leads people to kill and what effect
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this has on society as a whole. This book is organized into five chapters that each answer a specific question on murder:
What is Murder? Who Commits Murder? Why Commit Murder? Why is Murder Devastating? Why is Murder Fascinating?

Wolf Lullaby
From the precocious charms of Shirley Temple to the box-office behemoth Frozen and its two young female leads, Anna and
Elsa, the girl has long been a figure of fascination for cinema. The symbol of (imagined) childhood innocence, the site of
intrigue and nostalgia for adults, a metaphor for the precarious nature of subjectivity itself, the girl is caught between
infancy and adulthood, between objectification and power. She speaks to many strands of interest for film studies: feminist
questions of cinematic representation of female subjects; historical accounts of shifting images of girls and childhood in the
cinema; and philosophical engagements with the possibilities for the subject in film. This collection considers the specificity
of girls' experiences and their cinematic articulation through a multicultural feminist lens which cuts across the divides of
popular/art-house, Western/non Western, and north/south. Drawing on examples from North and South America, Asia,
Africa, and Europe, the contributors bring a new understanding of the global/local nature of girlhood and its relation to
contemporary phenomena such as post-feminism, neoliberalism and queer subcultures. Containing work by established and
emerging scholars, this volume explodes the narrow post-feminist canon and expands existing geographical, ethnic, and
historical accounts of cinematic cultures and girlhood.
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